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The Rose Ceremony Tradition
By Don Basmajian, First Grade Teacher
Each transition from one phase of development to the next is important in the life of
a young being. A festive occasion to honor
the change speaks to the heart of the child,
“The adults in my life are interested in who
I am becoming.” The tradition of the Rose
Ceremony at Summerfield is a sacred space
filled with music and beauty. Each First
Grader is welcomed into the school by ther
Senior “Buddy” who presents him/her with
the gift of a rose. It was a blessing to have
all of our students and teachers as well
as the First Grade parents witness such a
beautiful event.
At the end of the school year the First
Grade children will honor their graduating
buddies with the gift of a rose as he/she
steps away from Summerfield into the
world. It is touching to experience the
unfolding of the rose in the heart of each
student in our school as they transform
from a seed into a magnificent flower.
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Parking Lot Speeding!
Please remember our 5mph
speed limit in the parking lot and
on the entrance and exit routes.
Small children can easily
dart out unexpectedly.
Slower speeds equal
safer schools!

photos by moxie de leon & rY ULMER-STRACK

STORY IDEAS!
Adam MacKinnon
(father of Will in
Eighth Grade and
Theo in Twelfth
Grade) is the editor
of The Messenger.
Please let him know if you have
story ideas, feedback on what
you want to see more (or less) of,
or just a burning desire to write.
Many thanks!
Adam can be reached at
messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

The Significance of Michaelmas
High School teacher America Worden sets the scene for our first big festival of the year, drawing
parallels between the edge spaces of ecology and the role of festivals in our Waldorf lives. Festivals
celebrate thresholds and ask us to re-place ourselves in the world... reminding us how to live.
In ecology, edge spaces are the places where

celebrating the acorn harvest. Whole families

different biomes overlap, such as the edge of a

would have gathered beneath the spreading

forest and a field, or a river and the bank. Edge

branches of tanoak trees, black oak trees, and

spaces, overlapping places, are areas of great

valley oaks, gathering the acorns, shelling them,

biodiversity. In fairy tales, these edge spaces are

pounding them into flour that would be washed

often liminal places, thresholds between worlds,

of tannins in the clear flowing of the creeks. This

populated by magical beings, tasks and tests.

work is communal and filled with storytelling

In the edge space between sacred texts and the

and visiting.

daily practice of our lives, legends often spring
up. Angels and saints, heroes and heroines come
alive in our legends, a bridge between the sacred

Instead, two hundred years have passed, and
countless events—major ones like the near

and our actual lives.

destruction of Native California tribes by

In his book about Western Apache language

each of our grandparents met—we are all here

and relationship to place, the anthropologist

today to celebrate Michaelmas. In addition

Keith Basso describes a conversation with an

to the harvest, this festival connects us with

Apache man named Benton Lewis. They are

Waldorf schools all over the world, and with

speaking about the importance of knowing place

Steiner’s view of the task of the human being in

names, and the stories they contain and Lewis

the world.

says, “The stories told to me were like arrows.
Elsewhere, hearing that mountain’s name, I see
it. Its name is like a picture. Stories go to work
on you like arrows. Stories make you live right.

colonization and much smaller ones like how

I don’t know if the Wappo, Pomo or the Coast
Miwok people have a name for the presence,
or the force, that we call Michael on this

Stories make you replace yourself.”

festival day. It would be a name for a sense of

Our festivals also make us re-place ourselves,

wings and feet and teeth of what we are afraid

remind us of how to live. We could say that they,

of—a sense of companionship that inspires us to

too, are edge spaces: the world over, festivals

continue rather than giving up. I recognize this

have at their roots a pausing—a re-placing of

force in the continuance in the face of genocide

ourselves—in the overlapping cycles of the sun

of the acorn harvest festival, which celebrated

and moon and stars, the land, and our own

to this day, usually on the fourth weekend in

inner lives.

September. I also recognize this force, in the

This time of year—the end of September—marks
the tilting of our half of the planet away from
the sun, and the beginning of lengthening
nights. The warmth and light and growth of
summer is coming to a close. This is the time
of the harvest, of gathering in the diversity and
abundance of summer, and of celebrating what
we have gathered. And even as we celebrate we
prepare outwardly and inwardly for the coming
coldness and darkness and stillness of winter.
We just passed the equinox, the day with equal
night, and now the days become shorter than
the nights.
Had we been here in the Laguna de Santa Rosa
two hundred years ago, or any time 10,000
years before that, the Southern Pomo and Coast
Miwok and Wappo peoples would have been
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companionship and strength when facing the

oaks themselves. This time of year, most oaks
begin to senesce their leaves, to let them go
and move into dormancy and rest for winter.
But if you look at the base of each leaf and the
tip of each branch, you will find, curled tight,
the first buds of the spring that will be on the
other side of winter.These buds are protected
on the outside by leaf scales, and the inside by
the tree’s chemistry, its interconnections with
the soil networks around it. This year, when the
oaks and the whole watershed are so, so dry, I
am particularly moved to see these buds, being

michael with the heavenly chariot by david newbatt
reproduced by kind permission of the artist

There are layers of reasons to celebrate
Michaelmas and I do not pretend to know the
most esoteric and important ones. Like many
of you, my first memories of Michaelmas are of
kindergarten bread with raisins in it that would
give you courage if you ate it. I remember the
big kids being extremely tall in silk scarves, and
the sword stretching out and the dragon bowing
down. I had no idea about the equinox, or
that Michaelmas was a harvest festival, or that
beyond the legend of St George, the archangel
Michael appears in the sacred texts and stories
of Jews, Christians and Muslims.
But I did come to connect the first drifting down
of leaves, the first crisp mornings, the change in
the light, with the archangel Michael, the story
and the planet-time tipping together. And now,
Michaelmas, this time we set aside to call up
the spiritual courage to face what must be faced
in our own inner lives and in the world, seems
more important each year. Courage, a word that
derives from the French for heart, is called for
by the presence of the dragon and answered by
the presence of this great archangel Michael.
This year, when we are surrounded by so
much that is uncertain and that can so easily
feel profoundly overwhelming, I am feeling

prepared for an unknown spring.

particularly moved to see each of you here,

It may seem strange to celebrate Michaelmas—it

up for Michaelmas, and for what happens next.

seems so Christian and old and binary—good
versus evil, light versus dark, plus what if you
love dragons or you practice Eastern religions
where dragons are often beneficial and lucky?

students and colleagues, and families, showing
May this pausing in the in-between to mark this
time, this story, these names re-place us into
this place, this time, ourselves, with courage for
the spring that will come.

alumni news

Fighting Fire with Fire
a new short film from swsf alum cameron nielsen

alumni news

Director’s Statement by filmmaker Cameron Nielsen (class of 2014):
“Although turning 24 is not a particularly special
birthday, I will never forget that day. I sit at the dinner
table with a few friends who have decided to share
the evening with me despite the fires creeping closer.
The awkward, out-of-sync “happy birthday to you” is
followed by sudden darkness. PG&E has cut our power
to prevent the high winds from starting any more fires.
Our phones ring with alerts that evacuation alerts are
coming closer to us. Flustered, my guests make their
way home. The sounds of sirens echo through the
streets, and my heart palpitates as a wave of fear overcomes me. I pack the
car with essential possessions. As I drive, my car wobbles in the wind. I arrive
at my cousin’s house in Sacramento at 1 am, becoming one of many Sonoma
County evacuees.
While fire seasons are getting more prolonged and intense, my community
is learning how to adapt to this changing reality. This past December, I
witnessed a glimmer of hope for the coming years of fire. I was invited to
film at a ranch in the hills of Bodega that was performing a controlled burn.
These ranchers were burning part of their 1,000 acres of grassland and forest
to prevent a devastating wildfire and keep the land healthy. I stood on a hill
filming, surrounded by CalFire and local volunteers from the community,
all looking at Red Bird, a local indigenous man. Red Bird blesses the burn,
apologizing to any creature hurt during the controlled burn process. A
school-grade girl who grew up on the land begins to rub a stick back and
forth to create a traditional friction fire. She places an ember into the grass,
and the prescribed burn has started. The very same spark sent me on my
journey to make Fighting Fire with Fire.
Through the experience of making this film, I have been amazed by the
enthusiasm to relearn what it means to steward the land in Sonoma County.”
VIEW THE FILM ‘FIGHTING FIRE WITH FIRE’ AT www.cameronnielsen.com

New Tool
for Whale
Conservation
Congratulations to Dawn Barlow
(Summerfield alumna, class
of 2012) whose research work
with Dr. Leigh Torres into whale
distribution off the coast of New
Zealand has resulted in new
forecasting tools which will help
in the conservation and protection
of New Zealand Blue Whales.
To learn more, read about the
study and findings they describe
in a recent joint paper published
by the UK’s Journal of Applied
Ecology: appliedecologistsblog.
com/2021/09/15/where-will-thewhales-be-ecological-forecastmodels-present-new-tools-forconservation.

Seeking a Donated
Car, Truck or
Motorcycle!
For the first time in several years
the High School will be offering
an auto mechanics elective, born
from student initiative in the 11th
and 12th grade! We are looking for
a donor car, truck or motorcycle. If
you have an older vehicle, running
or not, or applicable tools that you
are interested in donating please
contact Niels Lemon (11th grade)
at nielslemon@gmail.com and Ry
Ulmer-Strack (high school faculty)
at ry@summerfieldwaldorf.org.
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Water Ecology Through Poetry
By Ronni Sands, Gardening & Permaculture Teacher
The seventh grade class has been in a Language Arts block called
Water Ecology through Poetry. We have been studying water, first
through vocabulary words, by creating a “word bank” of all of the
words related to water. We define the ones that we do not know so
that we can use them in our poems. Each poem has a theme. We
started with the largest body of water, the ocean, and then rivers,
creeks and streams. We got to know our watershed, the basin where
water collects between high hills and mountains and replenishes
our aquifer. We looked at flooding, and how flooding is helped by
wetlands which are pervious surfaces that help to filter, clean and
our beloved laguna by amy freeman, class eleven 2016
store our water. We looked at the relationship between water sources
and wildlife habitat, the Web of Life, predator and prey, and that all life is connected.
Then we had a review of the water cycle and the different forms that water can take. And then, two days later, it rained!
In this class the students are taking concepts, which lead to knowledge, into their imagination and then creating poetry which is art.
A beautiful cycle! Here are a few poems that the students were willing to share.

The rain water sinks

LIGHT

WATER

into the warm morning soil

Light of the sun,

One droplet,

on a spring day,

Calmness of the clouds,

The source of hope,

Then steam from the water rises up

Stillness of the lake,

The source of life,

and into the air

The all-eternal sounds.

The source of growth.

it forms a cloud of rain

Life of the trees,

Erosion,

and starts over again and again

Freedom of the wind,

The sea of decay,

and again...

Growing of the plants,

The source of death,

The mysteries of these things.

The end of the day.

I look upon these things with hope and joy,

Sunlight,

So one day I can see them too,

Shining through the misty veil,

Along with the stars and the moon.

Life and death, these two prevail.

— cash yates
As the sun climbs over the horizon
the snow starts to melt,
gathering on its down hill journey.
As more water joins the trickle
it turns into a stream and eventually a
river.
As it gathers momentum it turns into a
force
so strong it cuts valleys through
mountains

— griffen hensley

— griffen hensley

reflections by austin kamin, class twelve 2016

Life like the rain, born from the sky,
Like the tide, which dies every night,
Like the sun shining its tranquil glow,
Like the rain forming a rapid flow,

into a final destination,

Like dew forming on the grass,

A lake.

Like shadows cast as you pass.

— enzo bass
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— hannah rosenberg-fox

The heavy rainwater is pounding on the rooftops of my town.

Water.

I can hear the roaring ocean as its waves crash on the wet sand.

What a beautiful thing.

I look outside to see a dark, shadowy, lane full of splashing puddles.

It has so many forms.

I see no one out, for the rain is pounding so hard.

Like the soft trickle of a stream or the steam that sits on your window
after a shower.

As I stare out to the dark town with very few lights,

It is so peaceful just sitting on the edge of a lake.

Water trickles down my window,

It’s so still, so quiet.

The lights around me flicker;

You are alone.

Then there is darkness.

The mist heavy like a
blanket over you.

I feel alone.
Darkness surrounds me, taking me out to the cold wet sandy beach.
I see nothing except dark shadows crashing in front of me.

Then you’re looking
over the vast ocean.
There is no end.

I step back.
I don’t want to get wet.

It is so deep, fading
into blackness.

Suddenly the waves fall back.

Deathly cold.

The rain that was pounding so hard around me disappears.

duck pond by saba tebbutt, class seven 2017

— olive munden

I see a moon.

The water is restless.

Then it’s gone.
It wants to travel,

The clouds, still heavy with rain flow across it.
Suddenly I am warm.

it wants to travel to the ocean.

Sunlight floods through me.

But first it has to navigate the streams and
rivers.

I get up and look outside.

It begins its journey

This time I see many people walking on wet
concrete.
Was it a dream?

— hazel milcoff

fish block print by sophia conti, class ten 2015

Standing outside in the blistering heat
you hear the sound of lightening
you feel a gust of wind
you see the rain clouds rapidly, rapidly rolling right at you

over rocks, under tree roots,
and finally to the ocean.
Then it waits to evaporate
and begin its new journey.

— enzo bass

devouring the light
fish by freja niklasson, class four 2014

Then it hits, tons of water pouring around you

lily pond by alexa criste, class twelve 2016

eroding the ground, filling the creeks
pouring down gutters
running down pipes
into drainage that leads nowhere.
Wasted, all that valuable water, wasted

— ollie berger
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HIRING: Administrative

Assistant to the
Finance Coordinator
Summerfield’s Finance Office
is hiring for an Administrative
Assistant to the Finance
Coordinator. This is a 3/4 time
position with flexible hours in the
summer and has the potential of
increasing to full time.
Knowledge of accounting
or equivalent experience,
proficiency with web-based
systems, Excel and Microsoft
Word. Ability to multi-task and
prioritize work. Responsibilities
include accounts payable, bank
deposits, After-School Care
billing, cash boxes and office
equipment management.

families that refer friends (who add them as the point of reference) will get a gift from the farm

Farm Stand News By Farmer Dana
Autumn harvest is just starting on the farm. The classes have been busy
harvesting potatoes, tomatoes, onions and apples. All of these and more
are available for purchase in our farm stand!
Our farm stand is open Monday through Friday from 8am until 5pm.
Every day we have kale, garlic, carrots, beets, peppers, tomatoes, apples,
cabbage, and celery.
We just harvested our first round of delicata squash. I like to slice them
into thin rounds and toss them in butter (leave the seeds in!). Lightly salt
them and roast in the oven at 375 degrees for half an hour or until the
edges start to burn. They’re such a great addition to any fall meal.
We hope to see you up at the farm stand one of these days, ask about our
bulk discount on tomatoes! Contact Farmer Dana at 707-570-5484.

Please send letter of interest and
resume to Lisa Hensley at
lisa@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

Seeking Internships
and Mentors!
We are working to form an
updated list of internships and
mentors in the community for
our high school students.
Students have multiple
opportunities to work in the
broader community during
their time in high school. We are
looking for skilled tradespeople
of all kinds who are able and
willing to host students in their
places of work, as well as people
who could mentor students
one-on-one in their area(s) of
expertise. This is a wide net!
If you or someone you know
might be such a person,
please email hs_core_group@
summerfieldwaldorf.org.
Thank you!
~ America, Lorian & Bob
(High School Core Group)
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The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this classified
section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion

Services Needed/Offered
Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
An experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding parent
and original creator of the school’s instrumental music program. My studio
is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website marybeardmusicstudio.
com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.
String Instruments of All Kinds for Sale and Rent
Rick Concoff Violins serving Sonoma County and Summerfield for over 30
years. Call: 707-477-9196.

TIMOTHY HEDGES
TOP PRODUCER • REAL ESTATE BROKER

MY PLEDGE:

On every closed transaction, I will make a
charitable donation to SWSF.

Estates, Unique Properties, Acreage,
Ranches, Relocation, “Off Market Listings”
timothy@vanguardsonoma.com

707.696.7325 | DRE #01368460

Parent, Child and Teen Life Coaching
Teens!!!-Learn more about “Peer Mentoring”. Rick Concoff, Ma
707-477-9196. rickconcoff.com.
Retail Manager Needed at Sarah’s Silks
Sarah’s Silks is hiring a Retail Manager to oversee order fulfillment in their
downtown Graton Warehouse. Involves supervising staff, using computer
software and physically filling orders. 28-40 hours/week (we are flexible!).
Salary DOE. Please email your resume to aila@sarahssilks.com.

Housing
3 Br 2Ba House for Rent in Bennett Valley
Former substitute teacher at Mill Valley Waldorf School, Sara
McConneloug, is offering this cared-for 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom home that
includes established fruit
trees Natural
and organic
$3250.00 Please contact
Shibori
Dyesoil.
Workshop
Sara at 572greenflowers@gmail.com
call 415.455.8833.
LisaorWilde
Saturday | October 23rd | 9 am - 3 pm

Shibori Natural Dye Workshop
Join Lisa Wilde at her home for a one day workshop on Japanese
Lisadyes.
Wilde
Shibori techniques using natural
Please contact her at

707-800-2647 or go to her website at www.wilde-works.com under
workshops
for more |info.
Saturday
October 23rd | 9 am - 3 pm

Join Lisa Wilde at her home for a one day workshop on
Japanese Shibori techniques using natural dyes.
Please contact her at 707-800-2647 or go to her website
at www.wilde-works.com under workshops for more info.

707.695.7000
amee@vanguardsonoma.com
DRE #01418087

Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month
during the school year, and has a distribution list of 1,000 people!
If you are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit
our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email
messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.

Messenger
655 Willowside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Editor/Designer:
Adam MacKinnon

visit us online at

www.summerfieldwaldorf.org

• sixth grade collaborative michaelmas paintings •
the sixth graders painted collaboratively these depictions of the dragon being transformed by light.
one student worked with straight lines, and the other with curved lines to accentuate the differing forces at work.

Top: (Left) juliette gibbons & daphne gower; (middle) toby cauntay & fÄewyn whealdon;

(right) lysdybella miller & iyla ohlsen;

bottom: (Left) indie blue woods & jai tollon-everett; (middle) annalisa kaiser & katy di bartolo;

(right) liam gannon & james di bartolo;

